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(Unsorted list of topics)

polarim. mtg. 21.07.21

For discussion:
 Carbon targets (Dannie)
 Hjet 2nd layer detectors (Anatoli, Andrei)

These slides:
 pC detectors, electronics, DAQ
 pC 2nd layer detectors

3He breakup tagging test: ZDCs



pC detectors
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Detectors
 New from BNL Inst. late 2016
   here in storeroom near NSRL Nov. 2016:
 Tested ~35 w/ α source Dec. 2016
  29 OK, 24 used for Run17
list: https://wiki.bnl.gov/rhicspin/upload/c/c1/Summary.pdf

 Detectors showed minor gain
       drop throughout run, here e.g. B1U:
https://www.cnipol.bnl.gov/summary/?alpha_list=run17_alpha

 Should be able to reuse for Run22
 ~5 spares, e.g. for 2nd det. layer
 Tony: “in dry box in Bldg. 924”



pC electronics, DAQ
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Preamps
 Tony's group has in Bldg. 924 for safe keeping
  at least 3-4 spares

Other: MUX, shapers
 a few electronics problems over 5 RHIC runs,
  CAD techs fixed OK

DAQ etc.
 1st time restarting w/o Igor & Dima
 I need to relearn online login etc. (Andrei)
 With techs help: turn on NIM/CAMAC racks
                              (circuit breakers)
                            install couple preamp boxes
 Checkout DAQ w/ test pulses
 Maybe α tests of detectors? 
           need Anatoli's little vacuum chamber → ← α source
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Plan:
Same plan from Tony's group

 Replace unused feedthrough:
 25-pin feedthrough (machine new hole)
 Mount 2nd det. (rotated 180°) above 1st

 Spacing:
- front detector on extender pins
- extender flange
- both used in previous run

 New preamp boards in production:
  - mount two back-to-back in new box, fit feedthrough spacing

 Try in 2 ports: need 2 spare detectors & preamps
 Action item: need to discuss flange, preamp details w/ Tony, techs 

pC 2nd layer detector: layout

signal & bias
feedthrough

unused
feedthrough

 Detector on
flange:
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 Preamps each have 12 BNC outputs
 2-layer detectors, 2 preamps: 
      select any 12 of 24 chan. for readout
       ⇒ no new cables/chan. needed: MUX, DAQ, software, …

 Readout: 
  - use middle 6 chan. from each detector
  - only front detector useful for polarimetry
  - lose ½ chan., statistics one port, minimal loss precision

 Analysis: make special .root trees from raw data (Zilong)
                channels from 2-layer detectors

 Try in 2 ports:
   - One each Blu/Yel polarim.
   - Easy to access ports (tricky installation)
                       

pC 2nd layer detector: readout etc.
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Can test h breakup with:

            existing Hjet p target →

       h beam (APEX session) →

3He breakup tagging tests
 Elastic scattering required for absolute polarimetry
 3He may break up, can't resolve in recoil detector, need to tag
 Discussion EIC User Group polarim. mtg:
 https://indico.bnl.gov/event/11183/contributions/47475/attachments/33497/53871/EICUG_polarim_07.04.21.pdf
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 Downstream (Blue beam direction) from Hjet @ IP12:
 Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDCs) after DX dipole
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3He breakup tagging tests
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3He breakup tagging tests
 2 ZDCs from Brahms/Phobos available
   - mediocre hadronic calorimeter
   - adequate for tagging
 Maybe add scintillator planes in front:
   - veto neutron preshowers

100 GeV
neutrons

1n

2n

Readout:
 ZDCs have PMTs
 We've read out scintillator/PMTs in pC polarimeter
  into pC DAQ (Yale WFDs) successfully for several years
 Read out ZDC PMTs → Hjet DAQ (JLab WFDs)
 Oleg: 8 Hjet edge channels can be used
 Commissioning:
  - adjust amplitude → WFD dynamic range
  - adjust timing → WFD 100nS window
  - can use neutrons normal proton running

/a
1

beam

Hjet
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3He breakup tagging tests

Action items:

 Oleg has discussed w/ Angelika Drees, confirmed ZDCs exist
 Need to have spare ZDCs moved to IP12
 Support structure seems to be there (drawing & photos)
 Need table top (sheet of steel?), spacers adjust ZDC height

 Alignment: 
 - neutron ZDC @ 0°
 - proton ZDC at spot for 2/3 beam rigidity
    check DX parameters (from Haixin)                 

 Need: ~10 signal & HV cables ZDCs → Hjet rack
 Repurpose pC scintillator HV for ZDCs?



Extras
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3He breakup tagging tests
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